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How runway sweepers can help 
improve safety at airports and 
why the FOD*BOSS airfield 
sweeper is a great choice for  
FOD removal



How runway and ramp sweepers 
improve airport safety

When you are flying, how much thought do you give in regards to 

the day-to-day operations of the airport? Most people are worried 

about whether their flights will depart on time, whether they got 

the assigned seats they wanted, and who they will be sitting next to  

on airplanes.

What you might not know is that there is much which goes on 

behind the scenes at an airport to help maintain safety. Aside from 

the security checkpoints people pass through to get to the airline 

terminals, there is much going on that you cannot always see. 

One of the biggest concerns for airport operations and safety managers 

is keeping the aircraft operating areas free from foreign object debris 

(FOD). Any type of debris that is left on the runway, taxi areas, or terminals 

can pose serious risks to airport ground crews, pilots, flight attendants, 

and passengers.

Even in the baggage unloading and loading areas, FOD can be an issue 

that has to be addressed. Debris can easily be transferred from these 

locations on vehicles or tires and moved out into other areas. From there, 

a plane’s engines can suck up the debris or transfer it out onto taxi and 

runway areas in its tires.
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FOD can include a wide range of debris, including items such as:

• Luggage Tags

• Employee ID Badges

• Pens

• Earplugs

• Sand

• Dirt

• Rocks and Pebbles

• Birds and Wildlife

• Tools

• Nuts, Bolts, Screws

• Pieces of Rubber

• Coins

If these items come into contact with an airplane while it is moving, it can 

cause serious damage to the plane itself. There have been accidents 

which have resulted in plane crashes and emergency landings due to 

FOD.

To address this safety issue, airfield sweepers are used to help control 

FOD, maintain safety, and keep FOD from being easily spread around to 

the busiest areas of an airport.
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The function of runway and ramp 
sweepers in airport safety 

The primary function of runway and tarmac sweepers is to pick up and 

collect FOD from the ground. By collecting FOD from runways, taxiways 

and aprons, it helps reduce the likelihood of it being transferred to 

locations where it could damage the airplanes.

Collecting FOD needs to be an ongoing task that occurs frequently to 

maintain or improve safety at an airport. It is not sufficient to just use the 

sweeper in the morning prior to initial arrivals and departures. Throughout 

the day, a large amount of FOD can be spread around the airside services 

of the airfield.

Rather, airport operations and safety managers need to develop an 

effective FOD removal schedule to maintain safety. For instance, at busy 

airports, it is common for them to use different runways for arriving and 

departing flights. At set intervals, these runways are shut down, and 

different ones that have already been swept and had FOD removed are 

used.

Then the runways that had been used are swept and FOD collected. 

By rotating runways, the airport is removing FOD on a regular basis. 

The same process can also be used for taxiways. In apron/ramp areas, 

sweepers should be used periodically to remove FOD while other GSE 

activities are being completed.
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There are several different types of runways sweepers that an airport can 

use to help control and remove FOD. The most common include:

 

The FOD*BOSS Airfield Sweeper

This is the patented and original friction mat sweeper and easily attached 

to a wide range of vehicles. As the mat is towed, it collects debris into a 

series of debris capture zones for disposal later.

Vacuum Sweepers

These are like a large industrial vacuum. They suck up the debris from 

the ground and into collection bins.

Mechanical Sweepers

These are like the street sweepers you see in your town. They have 

spinning brushes that help move the debris into a collection bin on the 

vehicle.

Magnetic Sweepers

These sweepers have large magnets attached to them and collect ferrous 

metal objects and items.

Regenerative Air Sweepers

This type of sweeper uses air to help remove FOD. They are similar to 

vacuum sweepers, except, in place of the side bristles that help direct 

FOD into the suction area, regenerative air sweepers have air vents here 

that blow air out to move FOD into the suction area.

Types of runway sweepers  
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Which runway sweepers deliver  
the best and safest FOD removal? 

The patented original FOD*BOSS friction sweeper is the safest and most 

effective airfield sweeper with an unrivalled FOD pick-up rate.

Vacuum sweepers and regenerative air sweepers are not able to pick up 

heavier and recessed FOD. In addition, both types of runway sweepers 

can generally only be used in dry conditions, as they have limited abilities 

to pick up FOD from wet surfaces.

Mechanical sweepers have bristles on the brushes and can themselves 

break off and become FOD. Magnetic sweepers are only effective at 

collecting ferrous FOD. As such, they are used along with other sweeping 

technologies.
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Other types of runway sweepers cannot be operated at fast speeds. At 

airports, time is crucial to get runways, taxiways and other areas swept in an 

efficient manner. You cannot shut down areas for long periods of time while 

waiting on a sweeper to finish collecting FOD. Otherwise, the airlines will 

be delayed, and this leads to unhappy passengers and lost revenues.

The FOD*BOSS is able to collect FOD at higher speeds using its patented 

Groundforce Tow Hitch. This means you can drive down runways and 

taxiways at up to 40 mph and still effectively remove FOD from the 

tarmac. Furthermore, this FOD sweeper can be used in both wet and dry 

conditions. So, if the runway is wet, you can still sweep it and collect FOD.

Another benefit the FOD*BOSS offers is the flexibility to configure the 

sweeper as a single, dual, or triple mat configuration. Both dual and triple 

mat configurations mean you can sweep a much wider surface area 

and cover your sweeping areas faster. This is a major benefit over other 

runway sweepers, which have limited sweeping widths.

There is very also little maintenance required with the FOD*BOSS. You 

can spray the mat off with water to remove dust and other debris, to 

maintain its appearance, but this is not necessary.

Why the genuine FOD*BOSS 
is a good choice 
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There are also no mechanical parts or components you have to worry 

about. The FOD collection process relies on friction between the sweeper's 

moving parts, resulting in no downtime, broken sweepers, or expenses 

on replacement parts and components.

Best of all, this FOD sweeper is portable and can be easily set up by 

just one person. When it is not in use, you can roll it up and store it in its 

protective storage roller bag, which takes up little space.

Aside from these benefits, another reason airport operations and safety 

managers use the FOD*BOSS as their primary runway sweeper is 

because it provides access to our free mobile sweeping app. Using the 

app, they can quickly see which areas have been swept and which ones 

still need to be swept.

They are also able to use the app to track the amount of FOD collected 

during individual sweeps. Furthermore, employees can use the app and 

share their information with their managers right through the app.

To learn more about the FOD*BOSS runway and ramp sweepers, and the 

benefits they could provide your airport at improving safety, please feel 

free to contact Aerosweep directly at info@aerosweep.com today! 
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To learn more about the FOD*BOSS 

runway and ramp sweepers, and the safety 

benefits they can provide to your airport, 

click here or contact us directly on info@

aerosweep.com
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